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PRODUCT GUARANTEE
All Really Right Stuff brand products are guaranteed
to the original purchaser to be free of defects in
materials or workmanship for five (5) years from
the date of purchase. Products will be repaired or
replaced at our option.

Joe Johnson Sr.

THE BEGINNING

HISTORY

In 1990, Really Right Stuff (RRS) was created by
Bryan Geyer as a personal mission to create a better
quick-release camera plate. Since its founding,
RRS has only changed ownership once, when Joe
and Joan Johnson bought the company in 2002.
Since then, the RRS product lines have significantly
expanded from a handful of custom camera body
plates to an extensive line of support products.
What began as a personal challenge to create the
world’s best quick-release plate for cameras grew
into a mission to deliver superior support systems
for many industries from the ground up.

GROWTH & MOVE
RRS continues to grow as a worldwide leader in
photography products—which resulted in multiple
business relocations. RRS was based in California
for almost three decades when Joe and Joan
decided to build a brand-new headquarters and
move the company to Lehi, Utah.
Before construction was finished in 2018, RRS
moved its employees and production into the
new, yet unfinished building. For months, six
departments shared the same room with all desks,
chairs, and computers inches from each other.
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In November 2018, construction was finished and
we celebrated our Grand Opening. The new facility
is 2.7x larger in size, machining capability, and
possible workforce.

CONTINUING INNOVATION
RRS created the S.O.A.R. (Sport Optic And Rifle)
Division in 2015 to support customers in the
shooting industry who desire soul-satisfying
products and reliability no matter the situation
or use. Throughout the ranks, RRS employs
professionals and serious amateurs working
in their respective fields across photography,
cinematography, and S.O.A.R. Engineers work
hand-in-hand with the project managers to better
understand what changes or new products are
needed in each market, keeping RRS in touch with
the needs of its consumers.

Current Headquarters in Lehi, UT

In 2019 alone, passionate hobbyists within RRS
ranks went to more than 25 trade shows, demos,
and competitions to work with our customers
nationwide.

Previous Headquarters (2012-18) in San Luis Obispo, CA
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TRIPODS

TRIPOD SERIES

SERIES

SERIES

1.120"

1.283"

1

2

SERIES

3

1.443"

SERIES

4

1.603"

We have four different series of tripods in our carbon
fiber line consisting of 25 different models and two types
of aluminum tripods. The carbon fiber line includes our
lightest, most portable option with the series 1 up to our
most rigid series 4 tripods.
When learning about our tripods, it is important to know:
- The middle letter refers to the apex style

- The first number depicts what series the tripod is

- The second number refers to how many sections or
extensions each leg has in total

Typically, the more extensions you have, the more collapsed
a tripod can be when traveling in stored positions. All our
tripods have the built-in ability to change the leg angles
and be positioned from ground level all the way to standing
with our pull tab technology.
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APEXES

APEX OPTIONS
FIXED-TAPERED
(TFCT)
Designed for users when mobility
is of the utmost importance. The
apex was designed specifically
for the taper of the Anvil-30 ball
head to wedge into the apex. This
allows the leg sections to collapse
on themselves becoming the most
portable of the 2 and 3 series.

FIXED
(TFC)
One of our most packable options
that has an industry standard 3/8”
x 16 male stud top, allowing for the
use of most ball heads, gimbals, and
other common attachments.

The apex is the top most portion of the tripod that connects
all the legs together. We have three types: fixed/tapered,
fixed, and versa.
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VERSA
(TVC)
Larger in diameter than the
fixed apex, they allow for the
center platform to be moved and
substituted for a leveling base, quick
column, or the apex adapter.
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BY END USER

MOST REQUESTED

TVC = Versa TFC = Fixed TQC = Quick-Column
TFCT = Fixed-Tapered with Anvil-30

HUNTING
Predator

TVC-34L / $1,160
Series 3, 4 long leg
sections

TFCT-24L / $1,365
Series 2, 4 long leg
sections

TFCT-34L / $1,485
Series 3, 4 long leg
sections

Large Game/Mountains

TFC-14 / $835

Series 1, 4 leg sections

TFCT-24L / $1,365
Series 2, 4 long leg
sections

TFCT-34 / $1,425

Series 3, 4 leg sections

To see our full array of tripods, go to: SOAR.ReallyRightStuff.com
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COMPETITION

TVC-33 / $1,025

Series 3, 3 leg sections

TVC-34L / $1,160
Series 3, 4 long leg
sections

TFCT-34L / $1,485
Series 3, 4 long leg
sections

MILITARY

TVC-33 / $1,025

Series 3, 3 leg sections

TVC-34L / $1,160
Series 3, 4 long leg
sections

TFCT-24L / $1,365
Series 2, 4 long leg
sections

To see our full array of tripods, go to: SOAR.ReallyRightStuff.com
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HEADS

BALL HEADS
Ball heads get their name from visually being able to see a ball mechanism inside of the head. Most ball heads
have a ball housing on the bottom of the product with a clamp attached on the top of the neck protruding
from the ball. These typically give the most freedom of movement in relation to angular adjustment, cant,
and panning options. Most of our ball heads also have a pre-tension knob to minimize the freedom of the
ball when unlocked.

ANVIL-30 / $350

Compact shooting ball head

BH-55 SC SOAR / $494

Largest ball head with SCLR clamp

BH-55 LR SOAR / $489

Largest ball head with B2-AS-II clamp

BH-40 LR SOAR/ $405

Ball head with B2-40-LR clamp

The piece of equipment placed on top of a tripod is
commonly referred to as a head. Heads can be categorized
into 2 main types that are most popular in the shooting
industry: ball heads and leveling bases. All of these give the
user the ability to transition from point to point with some
form of equipment attached to a clamp above. They all have
different sizes, weights, common uses, and pro’s/con’s.
BH-40 SC SOAR / $440
Ball head with SCLR clamp
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BC-18 / $120

Micro ball head with screw-knob clamp
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LEVELING BASES
The most popular leveling bases in S.O.A.R. are the TA-3-LC(-HK) and the new TA-2U-SC. Leveling bases are
a simple, one-touch manipulation to move the head. They have less articulation than most ball heads but are
able to pan freely and have enhanced lockup. The series 3 version fits into our 75 mm Versa apex, lowering
its center of gravity. The 2 series universal, can fit onto our 2 series Versa apex or can be changed to thread
onto any 3/8” industry standard thread.

TA-2U-LB / $260

Universal leveling base with
⅜"-16 studs

TA-2U-LC / $345

Universal leveling base with LC clamp &
⅜"-16 stud

TA-2U-SC / $385

Universal leveling base with SOAR
clamp & ⅜"-16 stud

TA-3-LC / $280

Series 3 with LC clamp
& 2.5" handle

Photo by John Fillman

TA-3-LC-HK/ $310

Series 3 with 4.5" handle & hook
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TA-4-LB-HK / $315

Series 4 with 4.5” handle & hook
Photo by Sean Utley
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PLATES/MOUNTS

Attachments are needed for your rifle, optics, cameras, and any product you intend to put on a tripod. We
strive to make plates custom fit with anti-twist properties for all the most common accessories. If we do not
have a specific plate for your item, often we have an option that will fit.

We also make items that fit a multitude of products if you don’t wish to outfit every item you own with an
independent plate. Our multi-purpose plates come in a variety of sizes with removable screws along a varied
length channel, or our Vyce Equipment Support mount.
Look through our website to find:

• Custom plates for a variety of popular chassis and stocks
• Universal and industry standard mounts

• Variety of plates for spotting scopes, laser range finders, chronographs
• Dual observation mounts
• Limited visibility kit

• Popular bipods clamps
• Scope rings

FAS-DM / $350

Dual mount setup with FAS clamp,
BC-18 micro ball head, & 180 mm rail

B-76 / $49

Spotting scope plate with
¼"-20 screw

BAX-15 / $75

AIX/AX AICS Accuracy Intl.
auxiliary plate

UNI-BLOCK Scope Rings / $338

Available in 30, 34, & 36 mm diameters

MPR-73 3/8ths / $55

73 mm rail with ⅜"-16 screw

VYCE with QR Plate / $344

Equipment support mount w/ quick
release plate

BMLOK-140 / $75

M-LOK 140 adapter plate

To see our full array of plates and mounts, go to: SOAR.ReallyRightStuff.com
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Photo by Sean Utley
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We analyzed a collection of plates from various
manufacturers and found many inconsistencies, as
there was no industry standard for a dovetail rail.
We reached out to those companies and began to
work with whomever was willing to cooperate to
adopt a common dovetail standard. In conjunction,
we standardized our dovetail drawings so that any
manufacturer could understand them.

time it will not shut; if excess force is used, it could
break. If the customer is using original LR clamps,
the springs can become deformed resulting in the
clamp sliding over time. Obviously if the plate is
drastically under spec it will slide freely.

BENEFITS OF THE STANDARD
A customer will know the products they are
considering will be compatible with RRS gear if the
manufacturer indicates their products adhere to the
“RRS Dovetail Standard” on their website, product
manuals, or on the products themselves. Conforming
to this standard helps other manufacturers ensure
compatibility across the industry, with an additional
benefit being fewer customers returning products
for incompatibility issues.
Recently, we had a precision gauge made for our
RRS standard. This is available for companies who
want to use our standard and to machine their own
rails confidently. We have it available to them at cost.

Our clamps are a friction locking system meant
to help get in and out of position quickly, while
efficiently changing positions, so there could
be some movement depending on a variety of
external forces. Knowing that, we incorporated
small threaded sockets where you can install
safety stops on all RRS plates—we suggest other
manufacturers include these as well.

If a 3rd party dovetail is manufactured over spec
and is used with our S.O.A.R. clamps, most of the

Photo by John Fillman

THE REALLY RIGHT STUFF

1.5" DOVETAIL STANDARD

Currently, we publish the RRS dovetail standard as an open standard.

BACKGROUND
Prior to RRS, camera plates with dovetail rails were
by and large extruded from dies, cut to various
lengths, then either slotted and/or tapped. The
process was inherently imprecise compared to
CNC machining operations. More companies
started making plates using the same process by
getting their dovetail specs “close enough” to work
with any screw-knob style clamp already on the
market. This is probably why screw-knob clamps
seemed to be the only option for years and why
most companies still push them on you.
RRS plates are CNC machined, and have been
from the very beginning. In 1990, Bryan Geyer
made a good faith effort for better compatibility
15 | RRS S.O.A.R.

by adopting the Arca-Swiss plate style and
dimensions. At the time, Arca-Swiss was one of
the most popular photography ball head and plate
manufacturers, so the term “Arca” was widely used
to describe the style of plate that had a dovetail
running along each side. A basic way to describe
the “Arca” style would be that “Arca” can mean
any dovetail rail that appears similar; however, the
critical dimensions can be significantly imprecise.
Over time, our customers were getting more and
more frustrated that several non-RRS plates did
not work well with our patented and very popular
lever-release (LR) Clamps.
RRS S.O.A.R. | 16

HUNTING

Many serious hunters pursuing a variety of game rely on high quality, dependable gear that can make or
break a once-in-a-lifetime hunt. Due to the long distances some hunters travel on a hunt and during a
season, their gear must also be lightweight. When using tripod systems, they must also be rigid enough to
withstand recoil and other user-induced forces applied to the tripod legs.
The most popular head for hunters is the Anvil-30 ball head. This can be directly mounted on our lightest
tripod (TFC-14 or TQC-14 MK Series 1) via a stud or can be installed in one of the popular TFCT tripod
ball head packages. The TFCT-24L is the most popular tripod for hunters needing lightweight rigidness.
Gear popularly purchased with the tripod include: spotting scopes, plates, multi-purpose rails for binocular
adapter, and a tripod sling with flash mounts.
For more popular hunting tripods, see page 8.

POPULAR HUNTING PRODUCTS

ANVIL-30 / $350
Compact ball head

QD STRAP SET / $132

for Series 1, 2, or 3 tripods. Includes QD collar,
apex mount, strap, and swivels.
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B76 / $49

Spotting scope plate with ¼"-20 screw

MPR-73 3/8ths / $55

73 mm rail with ⅜"-16 screw

FAS-DM / $350

Dual mount setup with FAS clamp,
BC-18 micro ball head, & 180 mm rail
RRS S.O.A.R. | 18

UNI-BLOCK Scope Rings / $338

Available in 30, 34, & 36 mm diameters
19 | RRS S.O.A.R.

VYCE with QR Plate / $344
Equipment support mount
with quick release plate

TFCT-24L / $1,365

with Anvil-30 ball head

TFC-14 / $835

Fixed apex, series 1, 4 leg sections

BH-40 SC SOAR / $440
Ball head with SCLR slamp

FAS-DM / $350

Dual mount setup with FAS clamp,
BC-18 micro ball head, & 180 mm rail
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COMPETITION

Competition shooting has grown into a world-wide sport supported by many major outdoor product
manufacturers, including RRS. Within our tripod lines, the Series 3 line is by far the most popular for rifle
support, optic support, and even as portable barricades.
RRS carries several head options, depending on the use and situation, however the Anvil-30 ball head,
BH-55, and TA-3-LC-HK are the most widely used. Also, our bipod specific clamps have recently become
popular with competitors and can be seen on about 20% of competitors rifles. Clamps for Harris, Atlas,
Thunderbeast, CKYE, and Magpul bipods can be easily identified by the RRS logo. We designed these
clamps to quickly adjust positions on a rail whether it is an RRS 1.5” dovetail or a military standard 1913
picatinny rail by either using the lever on our quick-release clamp or changing the tension on one of our
screw knob versions. Most shooters will also purchase a rail for their optics, since they are commonly used
with their tripods.
For more popular competition tripods, see page 8.

POPULAR COMPETITION PRODUCTS

BTC-PRO / $70

Screw-knob clamp for B&T,
Thunderbeast, & Magpol bipods

BTCA + SC SOAR / $160

Clamp adapter with SOAR clamp for
B&T V8/PSR/Cal, Thunder, or CKYE
bipods

HC-PRO / $90

Clamp adapter for B&T V8/PSR/Cal
Atlas bipods

CL-II-DM / $260

Dual mount with screw-knob clamp
and BC-18 micro ball head

ALTERNATE TRIPOD USE: All RRS carbon fiber

tripods can also be used as rear support when shooting
in a quick-moving competition.
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BTCA / $35

Screw-knob clamp for Harris swivel
bipods

>
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ENFORCEMENT

MILITARY & LAW
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Military and law enforcement have different needs when it comes to equipment. Each has a different
mission, area of operations, amount of people, and styles. Our product line carries a multitude of options to
meet those needs. Three packages that can be useful are:

TFCT-24L / $1,365

TFCT-34L / $1,485

TVC-33 / $1,025

Series 2, 4 long leg sections

Series 3, 4 long leg sections

Series 3, 3 leg sections

TFCT-24L Mk2 S.O.A.R. Series
2 Tripod with Anvil-30 Ball
Head: requested through units
planning on, or preparing for
longer movements and mobile
hide positions, while still
wanting a tripod that can pack
comfortably, but be tall enough
to help aid in position building
(69” with ball head).

TFCT-34L Mk2 S.O.A.R. Series 3
Tripod with Anvil-30 Ball Head:
requested on the same lines
as the prior package but is two
inches taller and comes in a pound
heavier (5.5lbs with ball head).
This is equated to enhanced
rigidness in the leg material but
is chosen more by units that
aren’t planning movements as far
in distance but are planning on
more static positions.

TVC-33 (or 34) Mk2 SOAR Series
3 Tripod: requested when an
organization wants a plethora of
options. The versa apex allows
the tripod to be outfitted with our
leveling base or to add a quick
column. Swapping out ball heads
from the Anvil-30 to the BH-55
SC can be done in seconds, with
the varied uses from surveillance
kits to firing from atop, make this
setup the most user configurable.

RRS NSNs
CAGE: 4RY43

6760-01-675-4169
TQC-14 Mk2

1005-01-682-4024
B26

1005-01-682-5449
BAX15

6760-01-677-3102
TVC-34 Mk2

1005-01-682-4196
Series 2 QD Set

1005-01-682-5484
SC-LR

1290-01-684-1240
TFC-24L Mk2 S.O.A.R.

1005-01-682-5447
NATO-DVTL

6760-01-677-2574
BH-55 SC

5340-01-677-3406
VYCE

1005-01-682-4185
TA-3-FS

1005-01-682-5446
B76

1005-01-682-5451
TFCT-24L MK2 W/Anvil-30
Ball Head
5342-01-684-1249
B 26 S.O.A.R.

5342-01-684-1278
B76 S.O.A.R.
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POPULAR MIL/LE PRODUCTS

BLPD / $49

Leupold Mk4/Gold Ring spotting
scope foot

BRACS / $80

Remington RACS mounting plate

NATO DVTL / $80

Nato Picatinny dovetail adapter

BPLRF15 / $49

LVS Kit

LVS Kit* / $503

Limited visibility spotter kit
*BH-55 LR not included.
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We designed a limited visibility kit
(LVS-kit) for the unique needs of
our customers operating in lowlight conditions. This kit works
with all cameras, lenses, spotting
scopes, and night vision. With the
two mounted optics, they can be
co-aligned for use either in day or
nighttime operations. This greatly
simplifies successful acquisition of
the requisite photographs or other
reconnaissance mission criteria. The
kit is fully modular, re-positional, and
allows for quick setup and take down
without losing optimal positions.
Please note, a longer length rail may
be needed if using camera lenses
longer than 200 mm.

Laser range finder body plate
compatible with PLRF 10 & 15 models

BPLRF25 / $65

Laser range finder body plate for
Vectronix PLRF25C
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GOING FORWARD

WHERE TO BUY
We are primarily a direct to customer seller, but we have
some dealers that carry our products outside of Lehi, Utah:
Bowman Arms: Fairbanks, Alaska
Mile High Shooting Accessories: Erie, Colorado
Altus Shooting Solutions: Baker, Florida
Thermal Optics: Hixson, Tennessee
Sportsman’s Finest: Austin, Texas
Seraph Arms: Lubbock, Texas
Special Purpose Rifles: Salt Lake City, Utah
Delta Tactical: South Morang, Australia
Visit our website at www.SOAR.ReallyRightStuff.com
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RRS 2020
EVENT SCHEDULE

JAN

21-24 Shot Show Las Vegas, NV

FEB

5-8 SCI Convention Reno, NV

MAR

13-15 AI Classic Florida
19-20 USASOC No. Carolina
21-22 California Sharpshooter

APR

17-19 NRAAM Tennessee

MAY

TBD

JUN

13-14 Nightforce ELR Wyoming
20-21 Vortex Sandstorm Ohio

JUL

10-12 Hornady PRC Wyoming

AUG

8-9 Steel Siege Missouri

SEP

TBD

OCT

2-4 NRL Steel Challenge
Rock Lake, WA

NOV

TBD

DEC

TBD

Really Right Stuff
SOAR

?

@RRSSOAR

Really Right Stuff
SOAR

Questions? Email:

Mhaenel@reallyrightstuff.com
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